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GS 1: ART & CULTURE, HISTORY, INDIAN SOCIETY AND GEOGRAPHY 

1. Volcanoes [Physical Geography: Geomorphology] 

Article: Mauna Loa volcano in Hawaii erupts: What is the science behind volcanic eruptions? 

(The Indian Express, 30 Nov) 

Context:  

Mauna Loa, the world’s largest active volcano, erupted after 38 years on Sunday (November 27), 

spewing ash and debris, and covering the night sky of Hawaii’s Big Island in an incandescent red 

hue. 

Why do volcanoes erupt? 

✓ The deeper one goes under the surface of the Earth towards its core, the hotter it gets.  

✓ The geothermal gradient, the amount that the Earth’s temperature increases with depth, indicates 

heat flowing from the Earth’s warm interior to its surface.  

✓ At a certain depth, the heat is such that it melts rocks and creates what geologists call ‘magma’. 

✓ Magma is lighter than solid rock and hence it rises, collecting in magma chambers.  

✓ Chambers which have the potential to cause volcanic eruptions are found at a relatively shallow 

depth, between six to ten km under the surface.  

✓ As magma builds up in these chambers, it forces its way up through cracks and fissures in Earth’s 

crust.  

✓ This is what we call a volcanic eruption.  

✓ The magma that surfaces on the Earth’s crust is referred to as lava. 

Why are some volcanic eruptions explosive and some not? 

✓ Volcanic eruptions vary in intensity and explosiveness, depending on the composition of the 

magma. 

✓ In simple terms, runny magma makes for less explosive volcanic eruptions that typically are less 

dangerous.  

✓ Since the magma is runny, gasses are able to escape, leading to a steady but relatively gentle flow 

of lava out of the mouth of the volcano.  

✓ The eruption at Mauna Loa is of this kind.  

✓ If magma is thick and sticky, it makes it harder for gasses to escape on a consistent basis.  

✓ This leads to a build-up of pressure until a breaking point is reached.  

✓ At this time, the gasses escape violently, all at once, causing an explosion.  

✓ Lava blasts into the air, breaking apart into pieces called tephra.  

✓ These can be extremely dangerous, ranging from the size of tiny particles to massive boulders. 

 

◼ The Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) is a scale used to measure the explosivity of a volcano.  

◼ It has a range of 1 to 8 with a higher VEI indicating more explosivity.  

◼ While the VEI of the current eruption at Mauna Loa is not known yet, the previous eruption in 

1984 was deemed to have a VEI of 0.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

◼ Any volcano that has erupted within the Holocene period (in the last 11,650 years) is considered 

to be “active” by scientists.  

◼ “Dormant” volcanoes are those active volcanoes which are not in the process of erupting 

currently, but have the potential to do so in the future.  

◼ Mauna Loa was a dormant volcano for the last 38 years.  

◼ “Extinct” volcanoes are ones which scientists predict will never face any further volcanic 

activity.  

◼ Ben Nevis, the tallest mountain in the UK, is an extinct volcano. 

 

Some famous volcanoes in the world. 

Volcanoes Location 

Krakatoa Indonesia 

Mount Vesuvius Italy 

Mount Fuji Japan 

Eyjafjallajökull Iceland 

Kīlauea Hawaii 

Mount St Helens USA 

 

GS 2: POLITY, GOVERNANCE, SOCIAL JUSTICE & IR 

2. Official Language [Polity: Language Debate] 

Article: Settling the language for cooperative federalism (Page 6, Editorial) 

About Official Language 

✓ India has no National Language as per the Constitution but has Hindi and English as the 

languages used for all the official purposes by the Government. 

✓ As per Article 343 of the Indian Constitution: 

o The official language of the Union of India shall be Hindi written in Devanagari script. 

o Notwithstanding anything mentioned in clause (1), for a period of fifteen years from the 

commencement of this Constitution, the English language shall continue to be used for all 

the official purposes of the Union of India. 

o Notwithstanding anything in this article, Parliament may by law provide for the use, after the 

said period of fifteen years, of— (a) the English language, or (b) the Devanagari form of 

numerals, for such purposes as may be specified in the law.  

 



 

 
About Official Language Debate 

✓ Article 343 of the Constitution declares that Hindi in Devanagari script shall be the official 

language of the Union.  

✓ It is common knowledge that the Constituent Assembly had witnessed a heated debate on the 

question of official language.  

✓ Finally, Hindi was declared the official language of the Union and it was also provided that the 

English language will continue for 15 years from the commencement of the Constitution.  

✓ It was further provided that, if needed, Parliament may provide by law that English will continue 

even after the period of 15 years. 

✓ Accordingly, Parliament enacted the official languages Act in 1963, providing for the continuance 

of English indefinitely as official language along with Hindi for the official purposes of the Union 

and for transaction of business in Parliament. 

3. National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) 2022 [Govt Policies: Education] 

Article: EWS are well represented in higher education (Page 7) 

About National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) 

✓ The National Institutional Ranking Framework is a methodology adopted by the Ministry of 

Education, Government of India, to rank institutions of higher education in India.  

✓ NIRF ranks colleges, universities and research institutions and also provides an overall ranking 

of all of them combined.  

✓ Institutes are also ranked across seven subject domains, namely engineering, management, 

pharmacy, law, medical, architecture and dental. 

✓ A total of 4,786 institutions were evaluated on five parameters — teaching, learning and resources 

(TLR); research and professional practice; graduation outcome; outreach; and inclusivity and 

perception. 

About National Institutional Ranking Framework  2022 

✓ The Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IIT-M), is yet again the top higher educational 

institute in the country followed by the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru, and IIT 

Bombay, according to the Ministry of Education’s National Institutional Ranking Framework 

(NIRF) 2022. 

✓ Among the universities, IISc, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Jamia Millia Islamia, Jadavpur 

University and Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham were among the top five. 

✓ And among the top five colleges in the country are Miranda House, Hindu College, Presidency 

College, Loyola College and Lady Shri Ram College for Women. 



 

✓ The top five medical institutes are All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Post Graduate Institute 

of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh, Christian Medical College, Vellore, National 

Institute of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences, Bengaluru, and Banaras Hindu University. 

✓ The top five management institutes are Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Ahmedabad, IIM 

Bengaluru, IIM Kolkata, IIT Delhi and IIM Kozhikode. 

Refer NAAC and NBA. 

 

4. Voter Data Theft [Polity: Elections] 

Article: What is the Karnataka voter data theft case? (Page 8, Text & Context) 

Context: 

The Chilume Educational Cultural and Rural Development Trust has been accused of collecting 

personal information from the public, under the guise of spreading awareness, by impersonating 

BBMP officials. The personal information of the voters, including Aadhaar number, phone number 

and voter ID number, was uploaded on an app developed by the Trust and not on the Election 

Commission’s voter registration app (Garuda). 

Voter Data Theft-Issues 

✓ Such mass collection of data is violative of the fundamental right to privacy as defined in Justice 

K.S. Puttaswamy (retd.) vs Union of India.  

✓ The judgment formally recognised the right to privacy as being a fundamental right stemming 

from the right to life and personal liberty, guaranteed under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution.  

✓ The data which was collected by the NGO has potential for misuse, according to experts and 

election-watchers. 

5. MGNREGS- Activities Covered [Govt Policies & Initiatives] 

Article: Telangana gets recovery notice for taking up works not allowed under MGNREGS (Page 

12) 

Context: 

The Union Rural Development Ministry has served notice on the Telangana government to return 

₹151.9 crore spent under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme on 

construction of platforms for drying fish and grain which is not permitted under the scheme. 

Activities covered under MGNREGA 

✓ Union Rural Development Ministry has notified works under MGNREGA, majority of which are 

related to agricultural and allied activities, besides the works that will facilitate rural sanitation 

projects in a major way.  

✓ The works have been divided into 10 broad categories like Watershed, Irrigation and Flood 

management works, Agricultural and Livestock related works, Fisheries and works in coastal 

areas and the Rural Drinking water and Sanitation related works. 

✓ Briefing the MGNREGA 2.0 (the second generation reforms for the rural job scheme) the priority 

of the works will be decided by the Gram Panchayats in meetings of the Gram Sabhas and the 

Ward Sabhas. 

✓ The Rural development also informed that the 30 new works being added in the Schedule 1 will 

also help the  

✓ Rural sanitation projects, as for the first time toilet building, soak pits and solid and liquid waste 

management have been included under MGNREGA.  



 

✓ Though the overall 60:40 ratio of labour and material component will be maintained at the Gram 

Panchayat level but there will be some flexibility in the ratio for certain works based on the 

practical requirements.  

✓ Construction of AWC building has been included as an approved activity under the MGNREG 

Act.  

6. Judicial Pendency [Polity: Judiciary] 

Article: Doubling court strength won’t end pendency: SC (Front Page) 

Context: 

The Supreme Court on Tuesday said that increasing the number of judges will not demolish the 

perennial problem of pendency, noting that it is already difficult finding good lawyers to accept the 

call to the Bench in High Courts. 

About Judicial Pendency 

✓ The latest data point to crores of cases pending across the various tiers of the Indian judicial 

system, and it is universally recognised that there is an urgent need to resolve the backlog. 

✓ According to the Economic Survey 2018-19: 

o There are about 3.5 crore cases pending in the judicial system, especially in district and 

subordinate courts. 

o About 87.54 per cent of the total pendency of cases is in the district and subordinate courts. 

o More than 64% of all cases are pending for more than 1 year. 

Reasons for Judicial Pendency 

✓ Increased Vacancies 

✓ Lack of IT Infrastructure 

✓ Human Resource Issues 

✓ Poor state of affairs of subordinate courts 

✓ Government is the biggest litigant 

✓ Culture of seeking adjournments 

✓ Increasing awareness in public 

✓ Loss of interest in hearing cases due to frequent transfer 

✓ Less Budgetary allocation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7. Important Military Exercises of India [IR: Defence Excercises] 

Article: Yudh Abhyas among five other bilateral Army drills on (Page 10) 

Context: 

The Indian Army is currently engaged in bilateral exercises with five countries under way both inside 

and outside the country meant to improve interoperability with. The 18th edition of India-U.S. Army 

exercise ‘Yudh Abhyas’ which is under way at Auli in Uttarakhand, about 100 km from the Line of 

Actual Control, has entered the validation phase and is set to conclude this week. 

Domestic Exercises 

Gandiv Vijay 

Paschim Lehar 

Vayu Shakti 

Vijay Prahar 

 

Bilateral Military Exercises 

Name of Exercises Participant Nations 

Sampriti India & Bangladesh 

Mitra Shakti India & Sri Lanka 

Maitree Exercise India & Thailand 

Vajra Prahar India & US 

Yudh Abhyas India & US 

Nomadic Elephant India & Mongolia 

Garuda Shakti India & Indonesia 

Shakti Exercise India & France 

Dharma Guardian India & Japan 

Surya Kiran India & Nepal 

Hand in Hand Exercise India & China 

SIMBEX India & Singapore 

Shakti Exercise India & France 

CORPAT India & Thailand 

 

Multilateral Exercise 

Exercise Participating Countries 

MALABAR India 

United States 

Japan 

COBRA-GOLD Asia-Pacific countries 

Samvedna South Asian Region Nations 

RIMPAC Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, 

Colombia, Denmark, France, Germany, India, 

Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, 

Philippines, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand, 

Tonga, United Kingdom, United States 

 



 

GS 3: ECONOMY, ECOLOGY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, DEFENCE, SECURITY 

ANDDISASTER MANAGEMENT 

8. Capital Expenditure (CapEx) [Economy: Govt Budgetting] 

Article: ‘Slow capital spending by States, CPSEs is still a worry’ (Page 14) 

Context: 

Despite a sharp rise in the Centre’s capital spending, underwhelming capex growth in States and a 

likely drop in investments by central public sector enterprises, could drag India’s total public capital 

expenditure to a multi-year low.  

About Capital Expenditure (CapEx) 

✓ Capital expenditure is the money spent by the government on the development of machinery, 

equipment, building, health facilities, education, etc.  

✓ It also includes the expenditure incurred on acquiring fixed assets like land and investment by the 

government that gives profits or dividend in future.  

✓ Capital spending is associated with investment or development spending, where expenditure has 

benefits extending years into the future.  

✓ Capital expenditure includes money spent on the following: 

o Acquiring fixed and intangible assets 

o Upgrading an existing asset 

o Repairing an existing asset 

o Repayment of loan 

✓ Capital expenditure, which leads to the creation of assets are long-term in nature and allow the 

economy to generate revenue for many years by adding or improving production facilities and 

boosting operational efficiency.  

✓ It also increases labour participation, takes stock of the economy and raises its capacity to produce 

more in future. 

✓ Along with the creation of assets, repayment of loan is also capital expenditure, as it reduces 

liability. 

How is capital expenditure different from revenue expenditure? 

✓ Unlike capital expenditure, which creates assets for the future, revenue expenditure is one that 

neither creates assets nor reduces any liability of the government.  

✓ Salaries of employees, interest payment on past debt, subsidies, pension, etc, fall under the 

category of revenue expenditure.  

✓ It is recurring in nature. 

9. Monkeypox- Change in Name [Diseases] 

Article: Racist, stigmatizing: Why WHO will now call monkeypox ‘mpox’ (The Indian Express, 

Nov 30) 

Context: 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) announced on Monday that it would start using the term 

“mpox” for monkeypox, which has infected about 80,000 people in the first major outbreak of the 

viral disease outside Africa that began early this summer. The disease spread mainly in the Americas 

including the United States and Europe, primarily among men who have sex with men (MSM). 

Monkeypox- Change in Name 

✓ The change of name, announced after a series of consultations with global experts, has been 

provoked by the racist connotations that “monkeypox” sometimes carries.  



 

✓ Both names will be used simultaneously for one year while “monkeypox” is phased out, the WHO 

said. 

✓ In fact, monkeypox, which was named in 1970 because the virus that causes the disease was first 

discovered in captive monkeys in 1958, does not have much to do with monkeys.  

✓ The most likely reservoir for the virus, which has circulated for several years in a few central 

African countries after jumping to humans through zoonosis in the bush, are rodents. 

✓ This year’s outbreak mainly among MSM has increased the marginalisation of the community 

that has traditionally been stigmatised for its association with HIV and AIDS. 

◼ The WHO said that assigning names to new and, in some cases, existing diseases is the 

responsibility of the global body under the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and 

the WHO Family of International Health Related Classifications through a consultative process 

which includes WHO Member States.  

◼ According to WHO best practices, “new disease names should be given with the aim to 

minimize unnecessary negative impact of names on trade, travel, tourism or animal welfare, 

and avoid causing offence to any cultural, social, national, regional, professional or ethnic 

groups”. 

 

10. Binturong (bearcat) & Blyth’s tragopan [Species in News] 

Article: Betting for exotic meat, gambling dens in Manipur descend further into illegality (Front 

Page) 

Context: 

Betting in parts of Manipur has literally gone wild. Police and forest officials in the State’s Ukhrul 

town have been scanning “gambling dens” following reports of wild animals — dead or alive — 

being offered as prizes for raffle draws. 

About Binturong (bearcat)  

✓ The binturong (Arctictis binturong) is a medium-sized mammal, also known as a bearcat, of the 

Viverridae family, which includes civets, linsangs and 

genets.  

✓ Its nine subspecies are the sole occupants of the genus 

Arctictis. 

✓ The binturong, or bearcat (Arctictis binturong) inhabits a 

range stretching from northeast India and Bangladesh to the 

Malay Peninsula, Borneo and the Philippines.  

✓ It is found more rarely in Nepal, South China, Java, Vietnam, 

Laos and Thailand. 

✓ The binturong is threatened by habitat loss due to logging and agribusiness, especially the oil 

palm industry.  

✓ It is also hunted for bushmeat, traditional medicine and the pet trade.  

✓ In Indonesia, binturongs have been used along with the Common Palm civet, another Viverridae, 

to make “kopi luwak” (civet coffee) — an expensive drink produced by feeding the animals coffee 

beans, which they digest and defecate. 

IUCN Status: Vulnerable 

CITES: Appendix III 

Wild life protection act, 1972: Schedule I 

 



 

About Blyth’s tragopan 

✓ Blyth’s Tragopan (Tragopan blythii) or the Grayed-bellied 

Tragopan is a pheasant that is a vulnerable species.  

✓ The animal’s population is small and is believed to be decreasing at 

a rapid rate.  

✓ Blyth’s Tragopan is located in many different areas including 

Bhutan through north-east India and north Myanmar to south-east 

Tibet and also China.  

✓ Blyth’s Tragopan pheasant is the largest of all the tragopans. 

IUCN Status: Vulnerable 

CITES: Schedule I 

Wild life protection act, 1972: Schedule I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


